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Direct and large-eddy simulations of the Navier–Stokes equations are used to study the pulsating
flow in a channel. The cases examined span a wide range of frequencies of the driving pressure
gradient, and encompass different physical behaviors, from the quasi-Stokes flow observed at high
frequencies, to a quasisteady behavior at the lowest ones. The validity of the dynamic Smagorinsky
model to study this kind of unsteady flow is established bya posteriori comparison with direct
simulations and experimental data. It is shown that the fluctuations generated in the near-wall region
by the unsteady pressure gradient do not propagate beyond a certain distancel t from the wall, which
can be estimated quite accurately by a simple eddy viscosity argument. No substantial departure
from the Stokes regime at very high frequency~v1 as high as 0.1! is observed. The time-dependent
characteristics of the flow are examined in detail, as well as the topology of the coherent structures.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1359766#
I. INTRODUCTION
Inherent unsteadiness of the driving conditions charac-
terizes many turbulent flows, both natural~e.g., the gravity-
wave induced bottom boundary layer, the blood flow in large
arteries, the flow around swimming fish, etc.! and artificial
~for instance, the flow in the intake of a combustion engine,
the flow in certain heat exchangers, and so on!. Despite their
physical relevance, unsteady turbulent boundary layers~BL !
have received relatively little attention compared to steady
ones. Although unsteadiness extends the parameter space in
more than one direction, thus considerably complicating the
picture, the characterization of unsteady boundary layers is
crucial in many disciplines, for instance to study the physics
of sediment transport in coastal waters, the biology of blood
circulation, and so on. Moreover, as was pointed out by
Sarpkaya,1 by looking at features that are common to steady
and unsteady BLs, we may understand better the underlying
physics of turbulent BLs altogether.
Unsteadiness can be periodic~either pulsating, if the
temporal mean is nonzero, or oscillating! or aperiodic, as in
the case of flow undergoing a sudden acceleration/
deceleration. Although it is tempting to draw analogies be-
tween these two cases, it must be remembered that a flow
subject to a homogeneous, time-varying, pressure gradient is
equivalent, via a transformation of variables, to a flow in
which the time-varying component of the pressure is re-
placed by an equivalent oscillation in the boundary condi-
tion. The same is not true if the pressure gradient is inhomo-
geneous, such as in the case of a flow accelerating in
response to a contraction in the channel. While in the latter
case the pressure gradient can directly alter the structure of
the flow, in the former it is the shear generated at the wall
that affects the flow.2
The most studied periodic BLs geometry are flows over
flat plates, pipes, and channels. The latter are the subject of
this paper. Both oscillating and pulsating boundary layers
admit a laminar solution, a trivial extension of Stokes’ sec-
ond problem,3–5 characterized by an oscillating part confined
to a boundary layer whose thickness isl s5A2n/v, wheren
is the kinematic viscosity,v52p/T the frequency of oscil-
lation, andT its period. Of interest is the fact that both in the
oscillating and in the pulsating flows~for sufficiently large
values of the oscillating component of the velocity! the flow
near the boundary reverses during part of the cycle without
detachment of the boundary layer itself.
The literature on the subject of pulsating and oscillating
flows is quite large. For a review, the reader is referred to
Gündoğdu and Çarpinlioğlu.6,7 Here we just summarize the
results more relevant to our investigation.
The purely oscillating case, which has been studied us-
ing measurements,8–12 flow visualizations,1 direct numerical
simulations,13,14 and theoretical models,15 is quite well un-
derstood. The relevant parameter is the Reynolds number
based on the Stokes thickness Res5Uols/n, whereUo is the
oscillating mean-velocity component. According to Hino
et al.9 the oscillating flow remains stable for Res,400; for
400,Res,800 the flow undergoes a transition in which it
cycles between laminar and turbulent states over a period;
finally, it becomes fully turbulent for Res.800. Sarpkaya
1
observed that the flow varies from a featureless regime
(Res,400, laminar! to a regime (Res.800) in which the
population of hairpin vortices is quite different from the one
observed in the steady case.
In the pulsating case, the focus is on understanding the
interaction between the mean and the oscillating parts. Each
ensemble-averaged quantity~indicated in the following bya!Electronic mail: ascotti@unc.edu
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angular brackets,̂&! can be seen as the sum of a time-mean
and a periodic part. The flow is described by three param-
eters:~1! the mean flow~assumed to be nonzero and turbu-
lent! defines a mean friction velocityut ; ~2! the forcing
frequency in wall units,v15vn/ut
2[2/l s
12 ; ~3! the ratio
between oscillating and mean centerline~or free-stream for
unbounded flows! velocity, auc.
16 When auc,1 ~current-
dominated flow!, experiments17–19 show that the flow is
largely controlled byv1. Since this case is prevalent in the
ocean,15 we will concentrate on this regime.
Several investigators have explored experimentally the
current-dominated flow. We focus here on experiments per-
formed by four experimental groups on pulsating flows dur-
ing the last 20 years: They are the Iowa group,20,21 the Illi-
nois group,22–24 the Stanford group,25,26 and the Grenoble
group.2,17–19The parameter space investigated by each group
is summarized in Table I and Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, in order to
classify the flows based on the driving frequency and the
mean Reynolds number~as we have seen, the flows are only
weakly controlled by the amplitude of the oscillation, pro-
vided auc,1! we introduce the concept of turbulent Stokes
length l t
1 , which defines how far vorticity waves generated
at the wall penetrate into the flow.27 Assuming that the effect
of turbulence can be captured, at least qualitatively, by a
simple eddy viscosityn t , and drawing an analogy to the
laminar Stokes problem, the effect of the oscillation on the
flow is confined to a layer of thickness 2l t , where l t
5@2(n1n t)/v#
1/2 is a turbulent Stokes length obtained us-
ing the sum of the molecular and turbulent diffusivities. Tak-
ing for the eddy viscosityn t5kutl t , where k is the von
Kármán constant, it follows that
l t
15 l s
1F S k l s12 D 1A11S k l s12 D 2G . ~1!
At high frequencies (k l s
1/2!1) the turbulent penetration
length isl t
1. l s
1 , while at lower frequenciesl t
1.k( l s
1)2. A
fluctuation of a given frequency propagates away from the
generation area~while being attenuated! at a speedc1
;v1l t
1 ~see the Stokes solution!. At large values ofl s
1 , we
have from Eq.~1! l t
1.k l s
12 , which implies thatc1 is con-
stant and equal to 2k ~since v152/l s
12!. Notice that the
wavelengthl152p l t
1 is entirely contained within the pen-
etration length. Except in the very high-frequency limit
~where l t
1. l s
1!, the time required for a pulse to travel the
half-width of the channel~or radius of the pipe! h1 relative
to the period of the forcing is of the orderh1v1/c1
5h1/ l t
1 , so thatl t
1 measures both how far and how quickly
the pulse travels. When the period of the oscillation is large
(v1→0, quasisteady regime!, so that l t1@h1, the turbu-
lence has time to relax to the local~in time! equilibrium.19 In
this case, the phase of all turbulent quantities becomes inde-
pendent fromz1 ~the distance from the wall! and the flow is
not different from a steady BL, provided that the instanta-
neous values for the driving forcing are used. It is difficult to
pinpoint precisely where this regimes begins, and it is likely
that the threshold depends onauc.
As the frequency is increased andl t
1 becomes of the
order ofh1, we enter the low-frequency regime, and several
interesting phenomena occur: As one moves from the core
toward the inner region of the flow, quantities such as pro-
duction and dissipation become out of phase with respect to
each other. The entire flow is affected by the unsteadiness. If
the amplitude is large enough, relaminarization can occur,
and the acceleration and deceleration phases are not sym-
metrical, as the production of turbulent kinetic energy is in-
hibited during the acceleration.
Further increasing the frequency leads us into the
intermediate-frequency range. In this regime, 2l t
1,h1, so
that there exists a region around the center of the channel or
pipe where turbulence is frozen and simply advected as a
plug flow. Within the regionz1,2l t
1 , on the other hand,
turbulent quantities are out of phase. A puzzling feature of
this regime concerns the amplitude of the oscillating wall
shear as a function of the forcing frequency. In the laminar
case, the amplitude of the oscillating stress is proportional to
l s
21.Av; that is, the stress decreases as the frequency is
lowered. At frequencies approaching the quasisteady regime
the turbulent flow is in quasiequilibrium, and the observed
stress becomes frequency independent. Thus, the stress
scaled by its laminar value is greater than one. As the forcing
TABLE I. Parameters used in the experiments cited.
Group Geometry v1 Re auc
Iowaa Pipe 0.000 79–0.0057 25 000 0.15–0.64
Illinoisb Pipe 0.21–0.0075 7500–35 000 0.044–0.3
Grenoblec Channel 0.001–0.25 5000–10 000 0.14–0.64
Stanfordd Flat plate 0.0165–0.000 77 27 000 0.15
aReferences 20 and 21.
bReferences 22–24.
cReferences 2, 17–19.
dReferences 25 and 26.
FIG. 1. Classification of unsteady pulsating flows based on mean Reynolds
number, penetration length and amplitude of oscillation. The size of the
symbols is proportional toauc for each experiment.~s! Grenoble group
~Refs. 2, 17–19!; ~1! Iowa group ~Refs. 20 and 21!; ~3! Illinois group
~Refs. 22–24!; ~n! Stanford group~Refs. 25 and 26!; ~h! present calcula-
tions; ~---! penetration length withv1 given by the bursting frequency re-
ported by Kim and Spalart~Ref. 29!; ~—! penetration length withv1 given
by the empirical formula by Demaret al. ~Ref. 30!.
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frequency increases@ ee Fig. 3~a! in Tardu and Binder17# the
amplitude of the oscillating part of the wall shear stress,
scaled with its laminar Stokes prediction, decreases. This in
agreement with the assumption that at very high frequencies
the oscillating solution tends toward the laminar Stokes so-
lution. However, when 0.005,v1,0.02, (20, l t
1,100)
the scaled amplitude is found to belower than 1, which is
somewhat paradoxical~it implies that the shear is being re-
duced by turbulence!. Note that measurements close to the
wall in this regime are difficult. The results of the Grenoble
group support this picture, while the Illinois group results are
inconclusive~Finnicum and Hanratty23 do not report values
substantially lower than 1, while Mao and Hanratty22 do!.
At high driving frequencies~0.02,v1,0.04, 10, l t
1
,20! the Stokes layer remains confined within the viscous
sublayer, so that one would expect the oscillating part to
decouple from the turbulent mean. In this case, the amplitude
of the modulation of turbulent quantities should decrease to-
ward zero, while the amplitudeAt and phaseft of the shear
at the wall should relax toward the Stokes laminar values,
respectively,At
St5&aucUmean/ l s and ft
St5p/4. This is in-
deed the case, but only if the driving frequencyv1,0.04,
above which we enter in the so-called very high-frequency
regime. In this range of parameters, the driving frequency
becomes comparable with the bursting frequency and some
experiments report~with considerable scatter! a deviation
from the Stokes laminar regime: This means a relative in-
crease of the modulation of fluctuation in the wall stress, and
a reduced phase lead of the wall stress relative to the center-
line velocity. This has been explained as a possible reso-
nance of the driving conditions with the frequencies charac-
teristic of the coherent structure dynamics in the inner layer.
The Illinois and Grenoble groups explored this regime, and
the agreement is only qualitative~see, for instance, Fig. 3 in
Tardu and Binder17!. On the other hand, Hwang and
Brereton28 studied the high- and very high-frequency limit in
a pipe at Re.104 and found no evidence of resonance. Note
that the values reported in the literature for the bursting fre-
quency as a function of the Reynolds number are affected by
significant scatter, depending on the technique used to mea-
sure it. As an example, in Fig. 1 we have used the value
reported by Kim and Spalart,29 which was deduced from
direct numerical simulations~DNS! of boundary layer flows,
and the experimental value reported by Demareet al.30 are
shown. Other authors have reported lower frequencies. In
particular, the experiments of Luchik and Tiedermann31
~who measured the bursting frequency using a variety of
techniques in the range Re58000– 18 000) show that the fre-
quency increases by almost a factor 2 as the Reynolds num-
ber goes from 8500 to 9500, and becomes independent of the
Reynolds number~when normalized using wall units! at
larger values. Unfortunately, the majority of experiments in
the very high-frequency regime were performed in this range
of Reynolds numbers, so that similar values ofv1 could fall
into the high- or the very high-frequency regime in different
experiments. Also, it is possible that the geometry of the
experiment~channel versus pipe versus flat plate boundary
layer! might affect the bursting frequency.32
There is no doubt that the presence of the mean flow
affects the oscillating part in several ways, such as changing
the phase structure and thickening the Stokes layer. The ef-
fects of the oscillating part on the mean flow are more con-
troversial, and the experimental literature is divided on this
issue. The Stanford group reports a substantial insensitivity
of the mean velocity~which collapses on the usual law of the
wall U155.511/k logy1! and streamwise fluctuations. The
data of the Grenoble group are less clear. The mean velocity
collapse~with a non-negligible scatter! on a curve which is
steeper than the usual law of the wall. The mean spanwise
turbulent fluctuations increase with decreasing frequency,
and only in the high-frequency regime agree with data from
steady flow. Recently, Lodahlet al.12 undertook a compre-
hensive experiment covering a large cross section of the pa-
rameter space. They find that in order to have a significant
modification in the mean properties, it is necessary that the
oscillation of the free stream be larger than the mean~wave-
dominated case!. In this case, the turbulence resembles the
purely oscillating case, with a reduction in the mean stress at
the wall if Res is in the laminar or transitional regime~rela-
tive to a purely oscillating case!, or an increase in the stress
if Res is sufficiently large. The explanation they propose is
that, when Res is small and the flow is wave-dominated, the
flow relaminarizes.
Turbulence models for pulsating boundary layers have
been considered by several authors.33,34,6,7In the majority of
cases, they are extensions of steady eddy-viscosity closures,
with different recipes to compute the eddy viscosity, the im-
plicit assumption being that the turbulence is in quasiequilib-
rium. Based on the available experimental evidence, this is
surely not the case unless the driving frequency is very
small. One notable exception is the model proposed by Man-
kbadi and Liu,35 which is based on rapid distortion theory
and it is a true unsteady model. The model of Mankbadi and
Liu35 captures some of the features when the frequency ap-
proaches the quasisteady limit, but fails to reproduce the re-
gime at higher frequencies. Mao and Hanratty22 have pro-
posed a model that reproduces qualitatively the turbulent-
induced reduction in amplitude described previously, based
on the premise that the main effect of the oscillating pressure
gradient is to change the height of the viscous layer. A re-
laxation relation is used to compute the height, which is
hence out of phase with the outer layer. The eddy viscosity is
computed using Reichardt’s36 formula for the core region,
while for the near-wall the mixing length approach with van
Driest damping37 is used. The damping length is assumed to
be proportional to the height of the wall layer. By their own
admission, the model has very little physical justification. It
also depends on constants that have to be fine-tuned. None-
theless, it points to the fact that the heaving of the wall layer
plays an important role.
Recently, Scotti and Piomelli38 tested various turbulence
models for the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
equations using the database described in this paper. They
found that although all the models tested predicted the cor-
rect trends, they significantly overestimated the Reynolds
stresses. The turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation
were also significantly overestimated.
Given the tremendous contribution that numerical simu-
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lations ~both direct and large-eddy simulations! have given
to our understanding of steady wall-bounded flows,39–41 it is
surprising to find that only a handful of such studies is pub-
lished on the topic at hand. In addition to the work by Spalart
and Baldwin,13 which looked at the transition problem in the
purely oscillating case, a recent paper by Hsuet al.,42 com-
pares a large-eddy simulation~LES! that uses the dynamic
model43 with Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes~RANS!
calculations performed with the Saffman44 model, again for
an oscillating flow over a plate. Yakhote al.45 reported re-
sults concerning a laminar oscillating flow in a square duct,
but were mainly concerned with the numerical aspects of the
problem, and the effects of the aspect ratio of the duct. Tardu
and Binder17 quote a DNS performed by Rida and Dan
Tran46 in the high and very high frequency regimes.
As already recognized by Binderet al.,19 there are no
special technical difficulties in performing DNS of pulsating
flows. The practical obstacle is represented by the long inte-
gration time required to achieve convergence, which in-
creases as the Res
2 . While LES could provide substantial ad-
vantages, since its reduced cost allows an extensive study of
the parameter space at a fraction of the cost of DNS, the
oscillating nature of the forcing is felt by the small scales, as
pointed out by Binderet al.,19 so that before trusting the
outcome of a large-eddy simulation based on standard clo-
sures, a careful,a posterioricomparison with DNS and ex-
periments has to be done.
The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we want to show
that a LES based on the dynamic Smagorinsky model is
suited to tackle unsteady problems. Our main objective,
however, is to study the pulsating BL over the whole fre-
quency range. We focus on the current-dominated case for
several reasons: First, as explained previously, good experi-
mental data sets exist against which our experiment can be
compared; while numerical simulations without mean flow
have been reported, there does not seem to be any extensive
study published in the current-dominated case; such an in-
vestigation can provide crucial answers to some of the ques-
tions that have been raised previously, such as the magnitude
of the reduction of the stress in the intermediate region, pos-
sible influences on the mean properties of the modulation of
the viscous sublayer and the topology of the coherent struc-
tures. Finally, this study intends to provide reference data to
be used to test currently used unsteady Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes models38 as well as to gain information to be
used to study the sediment transport in the wave boundary
layer in relatively deep water, where currents are generally
larger than the velocities induced by the waves at the surface
~see Madsen and Grant15!.
In the following, the governing equations and the nu-
merical scheme will be presented. Then, Sec. III will be de-
voted to the validation of the LES, by comparison with DNS
results and experimental data. Once the accuracy of LES is
established, we will consider the physical aspects of the flow
in Sec. IV. Some concluding remarks will follow.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Governing equations and numerical method




































where a tilde denotes a filtered variable, and
t i j 5~uiũj2ũi ũ j ! ~4!
are solved. Here (x,y,z) or (x1 ,x2 ,x3) stand for the stream-
wise, spanwise, and vertical coordinates, with (u,v,w) or
(u1 ,u2 ,u3) the respective velocities~see Fig. 2!. The geom-
etry used is a channel of height 2H, and widthLx andLy ,
respectively. Periodic boundary conditions are used inx and
y, and no-slip conditions at the upper and lower boundaries.
The flow is forced by an external pressure field given by
Pf~x,t !5DPo@11a cos~vt !#x/Lx . ~5!
The total pressureP̃ is equal to the sum of the forcing pres-
surePf , and the mechanical pressurep(x,y,z,t) required to
keep the flow divergence free. For the LES the subgrid-scale
stressesui ũj2ũi ũ j were modeled using the dynamic eddy-
viscosity model.43,47 The present implementation of the
model is described in detail in Piomelli48 and will not be
repeated here.
The equations are solved using a pseudospectral
code48–50 that uses Fourier expansions in the homogeneous
directions and Chebychev collocation in the vertical one,
which was modified to run on parallel computers.51 Five
computational grids were considered. Table II lists the prop-
erties of the grids used. Two DNS calculations were carried
out; only a very small difference between their results could
be observed, indicating that grid invariance of the solution
had been achieved. In the following only the results of the
finer calculation, DNS1, will be shown. The LES grid with
the finest vertical resolution~LES3! was used to study the
flow at the highest driving frequency, to assure that the large
gradient at the wall was well-resolved.
FIG. 2. Sketch of the computational domain and definition of the coordi-
nates.
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B. Parameter space
As mentioned previously, in the current dominated case
the experiments show that the flow is more sensitive to
changes inl s
1 than to changes inauc; in all of our experi-
ments we have keptDPo constant~which fixes the mean
friction velocity, see the following below! and we have
changedv anda to achieve the desired value forauc andl s
1 .
Wall units were obtained using the time-mean friction veloc-
ity, which is a function of the mean pressure gradient:ut
5AHDPo/2rLx. By settingDPo /Lx51.031024 the Rey-
nolds number based on the mean friction velocity and chan-
nel half-height, Ret5utH/n, was equal to 350, while the one
based on the mean centerline velocity ReH5UcH/n had a
weak dependence onl s
1 , but was approximatively equal to
7250. We conducted calculations with values ofl s
1 , ranging
from 4.4 to 70. In all calculationsauc was close to 0.7. Table
III reports the relevant parameters for each run.
C. Data reduction
In unsteady flows such as the present one several types
of averaging operators can be defined. First, a quantity can
be averaged over planes of homogeneity~x planes! and












f ~x,y,z,t ! dx dy dt,
~6!
where Ttot5NT is the total time of integration, andN the
total number of periods over which the equation have been
integrated. Note that the over bar denoting the filtering op-
eration will be dropped; it will be clear from the context
whether the discussion refers to the total or the filtered ve-
locity.
In addition to plane and time averaging, phase averaging
is effective in extracting the coherent response of the system
to the pulsating forcing. Experiments with pulsating flows
have shown that the frequency spectra of most measured
quantities show a peak at the forcing frequency,22,26 with no
significant~coherent! response at lower frequencies. Hence,
in the present study, we have phase averaged the quantities
of interest over the period set by the forcing:










f ~x,y,z,t1nT! dx dy.
~7!
Furthermore, the phase-averaged quantities can be consid-
ered as the superposition of a mean part, an oscillating com-
ponent with period equal to the one of the driving frequency
~i.e., the first Fourier mode in the expansion of the quantity
under consideration!, and a part that includes the contribu-
tion at all the other frequencies generated by the nonlinear
interactions in the system:
^ f &5F~z!1Af~z!cos@vt1f f~z!#1«~z,t !, ~8!
whereAf(z) andf f(z) are chosen to minimize theL2 norm
of «, i«(z,t)i2 . In analogy with electric currents, we callF
the dc component,Af the ac component, andf f the phase. In
the following, a prime and a double prime will be used to
denote fluctuations with respect to the long-time and to the
phase averages:
f 8~xi ,t !5 f ~xi ,t !2F~z!, f 9~xi ,t !5 f ~xi ,t !2^ f &~z,t !.
~9!
III. LES VALIDATION
The dynamic eddy-viscosity model has been tested ex-
tensively on steady, wall-bounded flows, both transitional52
and turbulent.48 This model has shown itself capable to pro-
vide a good approximation of the large-scale physics, and
has been applied to a variety of steady problems. To the best
of our knowledge, however, its validity has never been rig-
orously tested in situations characterized by externally im-
posed unsteadiness, with the exception of a recent paper by
Hsu et al.,42 in which it was compared to a model for the
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations. In this section
we compare the results from the DNS atl s
157 with the LES.
The focus is on establishing the validity of using LES in
oscillating flows, so the physical interpretation of the results
will be postponed until Sec. IV.
Figure 3 shows the averaged streamwise velocity. In the
following, the velocities are made dimensionless byut , un-
less otherwise noted. The agreement is fairly good even for
the LES on the coarse grid. The actual value ofut obtained
from the calculations allows us to estimate the convergence
of the statistical sample, since, for an infinitely long sample,
ut→AHDPo/2rLx. In the present case, the difference be-
tween the actualut and its asymptotic value is less than 2%
for the LES. For the DNS, the convergence is not as good,
the difference being approximately 5%, but still satisfactory.
The larger scatter in the DNS is caused by the smaller
sample~the DNS was substantially more expensive than the
LES calculations, and was run for a smaller number of
cycles!; the scatter is, in the worst case, comparable to the
experimental error.
TABLE II. Grids employed. Wall units are defined in Sec. II B.
Grid Dx1 Dy1 Lx Ly Mesh
DNS1 25.6 5.7 3p H p H 12831923129
DNS2 34.3 11.4 4p H 4p H/3 1283128397
LES1 137.3 45.8 4p H 4p H/3 32332349
LES2 51.5 17.1 3p H p H 64364365
LES3 51.5 17.1 3p H p H 64364397









v1 0.1 0.04 0.01 0.0016 0.0004
a•DPo /Lx 0.05 0.02 0.005 0.0008 0.0002
Res 63 100 200 500 1000
l s
1 4.4 7 14 35 70
auc 0.75 0.66 0.70 0.79 0.71
Grids LES3 DNS1, DNS2 LES1 LES1 LES1
LES1, LES2 LES2 LES2
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The time-averaged Reynolds stressesRi j 5ui8uj8 and
their ac componentsAi j are shown in Fig. 4. Again, the
agreement is quite good, except for the wall-normal compo-
nent, which is particularly affected by the small scales that
are not resolved in the LES. The agreement for the oscillat-
ing part is better.
Another important benchmark for LES is how well the
spectra are calculated. In Fig. 5 the turbulent kinetic energy
spectra at four heights above the wall~z158, 13, 31, and
110! are shown at four equi-spaced times during a cycle. The




The two-dimensional~2-D! spectra are well reproduced both
by LES1 and LES2. They show that for LES1 the cutoff lies
well outside the inertial range, in the region in which the
energy is still growing; it is somewhat surprising that LES1
is still able to capture qualitatively the main features of the
flow. For LES2 the cutoff lies in the inertial range through-
out the whole cycle. Note how the scale that marks the be-
ginning of the inertial range oscillates during the wave cycle.
This is especially true atz158 and 13.
In conclusion, for all the statistics computed~including
those not shown here, such as the terms in the kinetic energy
budget, the correlation coefficients, etc.! the LES gave fair to
good agreement with the DNS data. When the cutoff scale
lies in the inertial range, the results agree well quantitatively
with the DNS. Qualitative agreement was observed even
when the cutoff did not reach into the decaying region of the
spectrum.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Turbulent statistics
Having established the validity of the LES approach, we
now turn to the more physical aspects of the flow. Figure 6
shows the time development of the centerline velocityUcl ,
wall stresstw , and the maximum of the turbulent kinetic
energyK5^ui9ui9&/2. To understand the main characteristics
of the flow, consider the phase-averaged streamwise momen-
tum equation:
FIG. 3. dc and ac components of the streamwise velocity.l s
157. dc com-
ponent:~—! DNS; ~1! LES1; ~n! LES2. ac component;~---! DNS; ~s!
LES1; ~n! LES2.
FIG. 4. dc and ac components of the Reynolds stresses.l s
157. dc compo-
nent:~—! DNS; ~1! LES1; ~¹! LES2. ac component:~---! DNS; ~s! LES1;
~n! LES2.
FIG. 5. 2-D spectra of turbulent kinetic energy during a wave cycle at~from
top to bottom! z158, 13, 31, and 110, and~from left to right! u50, p/2, p,
and 3p/2. The spectra are offset with respect to each other by a factor of 10
in both the horizontal and vertical directions.~—! DNS; ~1! LES2; ~n!
LES1.





]z F2^u8w8&1 1Re ]^u&]z G2 ]Pf]x , ~10!
where lengths are made nondimensional by the channel half-
heightH and time byH/ut ~the Reynolds number is, there-
fore, defined as Re5Hut /n!. The oscillating component of




t ]Pf o~ t8!
]x
dt8, ~11!
with the boundary condition
^u&~0,t !5E
0
t ]Pf o~ t8!
]x
dt8, ~12!
wherePf o is the unsteady component of the pressure. In the
new variables the source of the oscillation is the boundary
condition at the wall. Thus, an oscillating shear is set up at
the wall, which propagates away from the wall. This, in turn,
interacts with the steady turbulent field to produce an oscil-
lating response in the turbulent quantities.
The scenario is thus as follows: The oscillation of the
wall ~i.e., the oscillating pressure! creates an oscillating shear
which generates fluctuations in the turbulent quantities, both
at the forcing frequencies and at higher harmonics. Only the
fluctuations whose frequency is lower than a certain value
~controlled byk l s
1/2@1! leak out past the buffer, which acts
as a low-pass filter.
At high frequencies~l s
154.4 and 7, that isl t
1510 and
22, respectively!, the inner and outer layers are only weakly
coupled, and we observe a sinusoidal behavior fortw and for
the peak turbulent kinetic energy~that is the maximum value
attained by the turbulent kinetic energy at a given time
across the channel!, shown in Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!, respec-
tively. The 45° phase lag, typical of the laminar Stokes so-
lution, can be observed for both quantities. Forl s
1514 (l t
1
582), tw still exhibits a quasisinusoidal behavior, while the
turbulent kinetic energy does not. Also note that the phase
lead of the wall stress is now smaller than in the high fre-
quency case. Forl s
1535 (l t
15500) the behavior of both
quantities is quite different from the high-frequency case.
This point is further illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows
the contribution of the fundamental mode to the phase-
averaged Reynolds stress^u9w9&. We define the error as
«~z,t !5^u9w9&2@R131A13cos~vt1f11!# ~13!
and then consider its norm,
i«i5S 1T E0T«2 dtD
1/2
, ~14!
normalized by the norm of̂u9w9&. Small values ofi«i
indicate sinusoidal behavior. The phase-averaged quantities
progressively depart from a pure sinusoidal behavior as the
frequency is lowered. This trend reverses somewhere above
l s
1535, as the quasisteady limit is reached. Thus the low-
frequency regime differs from the quasisteady state in the
amount of energy contained in oscillation at frequencies
higher than the fundamental, with the low-frequency state
displaying a stronger nonlinear response than the quasisteady
one. At high frequencies our simulations confirm the estab-
lished notion that the response of the system~at least in the
averaged sense! is primarily at the forcing frequency.26
Higher harmonics, if present, are filtered out. The sinusoidal
response, however, becomes more and more distorted as the
frequency is lowered.
FIG. 6. Time development of~a! the centerline velocityUcl ; ~b! the wall
stress 2tw /rUm
2 ; ~c! the peak value of the turbulent kinetic energyK across
the channel.~-•-! l s
154; ~—! l s
157; ~¯! l s




FIG. 7. Fraction of the variance of^u9w9& contained in frequencies higher
than the fundamental.
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Figure 8 shows the dc and ac components of the stream-
wise velocity. The results collapse on the standard logarith-
mic layer for all frequencies examined. The experimental
data18 are consistently higher than the present ones, and
show a lower slope of the logarithmic layer. Data from the
Stanford group, on the other hand, show a close agreement
of U1 with the law of the wall at all frequencies considered.
The presence of the dc component@Fig. 8~b!# begins to affect
the ac part already at moderately high frequencies. Only
when l s
154.4 does the ac component match the Stokes so-
lution. At l s
157 the Stokes solution still applies in the vis-
cous sublayer (z1,20), but the computed velocity exceeds
it where the ac component of the Reynolds stress becomes
significant (20,z1,60). l s
1514 represents an intermediate
case: without a dc component the flow would be still laminar
~the transition to a ‘‘preturbulent’’ state occurs around Res
5400 in the DNS of oscillating boundary-layer flow by Spal-
art and Baldwin13!. Here, the mean flow causes the upper
part of the Stokes layer to be exposed to enhanced momen-
tum transport. As a result, the ac part of the velocity still
resembles the Stokes solution, albeit with an increased thick-
ness, evidence of the increased mixing due to turbulence. At
still larger values ofl s
1 , the ac component becomes similar
to a typical turbulent profile with a logarithmic layer. At this
driving frequency the response of several turbulent quantities
deviates significantly from a sinusoid, especially in the near-
wall region. The agreement with the experimental data18 is,
in this case, better.
In our calculations the dc wall-shear stress is fixed by the
choice ofDPo . In Fig. 9 we show the amplitude of the ac
component normalized by the Stokes valuets5&nUo / l s .
At low l t
1 , the stress is essentially identical to the Stokes
value, as expected from the analysis of the momentum pro-
files. As l t
1 grows, the normalized amplitude first decreases
and then increases to become significantly larger than the
viscous value. The latter behavior is easy to understand if
one considers that the flow tends toward a quasiequilibrium
state, where the stress is controlled by the Blasius formula
tw50.048 ReH
21/4(rUc
2/2). The solid line in Fig. 9 is the
value computed assuming a quasisteady limit.18 The rather
surprising fact that there is a range of values centered around
l t
15125 for which the ac stress at the wall is smaller than the
one predicted by the laminar theory has been observed in
several experiments22,18,53and many explanations have been
proposed. They all hinge on the observation that asl s
1 in-
creases, the oscillating flow is exposed to a turbulent viscos-
ity that is both time and space varying. The net effect is that
the oscillating velocity is similar to the Stokes layer but with
a thicker boundary layer, which results in a smaller shear at
the wall~recall that the laminar shear in the viscous Stokes is
proportional ton21/2, that is, decreases with increasing vis-
cosity!. Our velocity profiles@Fig. 8~b!# and wall stress re-
sults support this explanation. Whenl t
1.150 the stress at
the wall becomes in phase with the outer flow.
The effect of the oscillation on the mean stress is less
clear. Tarduet al.,18 in whose experiments the mass flow rate
was fixed, do not report any significant departure in the mean
stress with and without oscillations. On the other hand,
Lodahl et al.12 report a nontrivial dependence, with either a
decrease in the mean stress or an increase, according to the
relative strength of steady and oscillating forcing. Maintain-
ing a fixed mass flow rate~as in the experiments! or constant
FIG. 8. Streamwise velocity profiles.~a! dc component;~b! ac component.
Lines: LES; symbols: experiments~Ref. 18!. ~-•-! l s
154; ~h!, ~—! l s
1
57; ~1! ~¯! l s
1514; ~3! ~---! l s
1535. The thick solid lines indicate the
logarithmic law of the wall in~a! and the Stokes solution in~b!.
FIG. 9. ac component the wall stress.~a! Amplitude; ~b! phase.~1! LES;
~h! experiments~Ref. 18!; ~—! quasisteady solution.
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pressure gradient~as in the present calculations! i equivalent
in steady flows; in the present case, however, the use of a
constant mass flow rate allows Ret to vary; the turbulent
fluctuations may then be affected by changes in Ret . Main-
taining Ret constant, on the other hand, allows one to better
isolate the effects of the unsteadiness on the turbulence. In
our calculations the mean flow rate shows fluctuations of the
order of 10%, without a definite trend. In the very high-
frequency case, our results agree with the finding of Finni-
cum and Hanratty23 that the oscillating part is given essen-
tially by the Stokes solution, with a lead of 45° in the shear
at the wall, and at variance with the values reported by the
Grenoble group, which show a lead of only about 20°. Mao
and Hanratty24 have reported leads in excess of 60° in the
high- and very high-frequency regimes, whenauc is large
enough to ensure flow reversal near the wall, and a small but
significant decrease in mean stress at the wall. However, the
technique used to measure the stress~electrochemical
probes! has not been tested extensively when flow reversal is
present.54
To validate our data set further we consider the statistics
of the streamwise turbulent intensity, shown in Fig. 10, using
the data from the Grenoble group as a reference. Similar to
what was observed for the mean momentum, the agreement
is quite good at all frequencies considered~there are no pub-
lished data on the profile of^u9u9& at very high frequencies!.
Regarding the dc component, shown in Fig. 10~a!, a trend
toward higher values as the driving frequency is lowered can
be observed, although less evident than in the Grenoble data.
The agreement with the experiments is better for the ampli-
tude of the oscillation at the fundamental, shown in Fig.
10~b!. It is interesting to note that the amplitude of the ac
part measured by the Grenoble group at low frequency is
larger than the dc part. Sincêu9u9& is a positive-definite
quantity, it follows that a significant fraction of the total
variance must be contained in higher harmonics, as we have
discussed earlier regarding the time evolution of the peak
kinetic energy. As for the mean streamwise velocity, the
Stanford data do not show any significant trend as the fre-
quency is lowered. We draw similar conclusions regarding
the time lag~phase difference!, shown in Fig. 11~a! for the
streamwise-fluctuation variance and in Fig. 11~b! for the
Reynolds shear stress.
The analysis of the turbulent statistics considered so far
provides further confirmation that the modeling approach
employed~LES! provides results that are consistent with the
published literature. In Table IV we summarize the main
findings concerning the controversial aspects highlighted in
FIG. 10. dc~a! and ac~b! components of the streamwise turbulent fluctua-
tions. Symbols are as in Fig. 8.
FIG. 11. Time lag~relative of centerline velocity! of streamline turbulent
fluctuations~a! and turbulent Reynolds stress~b!. Symbols are as in Fig. 8.
TABLE IV. Results concerning mean properties, very high-frequency~VHF!, and intermediate-frequency~IF!
effects from the experiments considered and the present simulation.




Illinois N.A. Inconclusive Inconclusive
Grenoble Modified law of the wall, Deviation from Stokes Deviation from Stokes
^u9u9& increases withl s
1
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Sec. I; our calculations confirm the overall robustness of the
mean turbulent quantities, and show that at very large driv-
ing frequencies (l s
1,5) the oscillating part decouples from
the mean turbulent flow and tends toward the Stokes solu-
tion, while the amplitude of the oscillation in the turbulent
quantities decreases. However, we refrain from claiming that
our findings settle the above-mentioned controversy, since
we need to determine the bursting and ejection frequency
appropriate for our simulations in a self-consisting manner,
namely by analyzing DNS~and LES! data in steady state
conditions for the particular geometry and parameters con-
sidered in this study. Only in this way will we be able to
determine whetherv150.1 lies in the very high-frequency
limit.
While the meaning ofl t
1 is best elucidated in the context
of the time evolution of the flow~Sec. IV B!, we can test the
prediction of constant propagation speed by looking at the
phase f(z) of different turbulent quantities. A constant
propagation speed requires that (df/dz1)/v1521/c1.
Figure 12 shows the time lag of the ac components of the
Reynolds stress and the shear as a function of the distance
from the wall. At intermediate frequencies, Fig. 12~a!, all
quantities show a linear dependence away from the genera-
tion area and up toz15250. The sharp change in the slope
of the phase of̂u9u9& marks the transition to ‘‘frozen’’ tur-
bulence in the core. At low frequencies, Fig. 12~b!, the phase
relationship between the quantities considered is relatively
constant away from the wall. Similar results hold for higher
harmonics. These results confirm the notion that the eddy
viscosity appropriate for the turbulent momentum transport
~that is,n t5kutz
1! is also valid for the diffusion of turbu-
lent kinetic energy.
B. Time evolution
The robustness of the mean statistics even at low fre-
quencies is all the more remarkable when one considers the
detailed evolution of the flow within a wave cycle. In Fig. 13
we show the velocity profiles at eight equi-spaced phases
during the cycle, starting at the beginning of the acceleration
phase (t/T50/8). At high frequency the profile in the outer
region (z1.2l t
1) remains essentially unaltered and a loga-
rithmic layer with the usual slope is present, which is shifted
upwards and downwards by the modulation of the core ve-
locity. At intermediate frequencies the profile undergoes sev-
eral transformations, and a logarithmic layer is present in the
outer layer only through part of the cycle, when the center-
line velocity is near its maximum. Stronger coupling be-
tween the inner and outer layers occurs at this frequency. At
low frequencies, 2l t is greater than the channel half-height
and the entire flow is strongly affected by the oscillation. As
will be shown later, the flow relaminarizes during the decel-
eration phase, and begins the acceleration phase with very
little residual turbulent fluctuations. The retransition to tur-
bulence that takes place during the acceleration phase results,
eventually, in a velocity profile with a standard logarithmic
layer. This, however, occurs only after the instabilities have
had time to amplify and develop into ‘‘equilibrium’’ turbu-
lent eddies, towardt/T55/8 ~the sixth profile from the bot-
tom in Fig. 13!. It is interesting to point out that, despite the
crude nature of the underlying assumption, our estimate for
l t
1 agrees reasonably well with the edge of the turbulent
Stokes layer.
FIG. 12. Time lag~relative to the centerline velocity! of ~—! shear;~¯!
^u9u9&; ~-•-! ^v9v9&; ~---! ^w9w9&; ~1! ^2u9w9& vs distance from the wall,
normalized with the forcing frequency.~a! l s
1514; ~b! l s
1535. The thick
line shows the slope predicted assuming a turbulent eddy diffusivity.
FIG. 13. Profiles of̂ u& at different phases of the wave cycle. Profiles are
T/8 apart and are offset by 20 units in the vertical direction.~3! Steady
channel~every other point is shown!. The dashed lines mark the position of
2l t
1 .
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The lack of a well-defined logarithmic layer at low and
intermediate frequencies strongly suggest that the turbulence
is far from equilibrium. To measure the departure from equi-
librium in Fig. 14 we show the structure parametera1
52^u9w9&/^ui9ui9&, whose value, in the case of steady turbu-
lence, is about 0.15 in the logarithmic layer. This quantity
measures the efficiency with which the turbulent eddies ex-
tract Reynolds shear stress from a given amount of turbulent
kinetic energy. Lower values ofa1 are observed in three-
dimensional boundary layers and nonequilibrium flows. For
high driving frequencies very little difference is seen with
respect to the steady case, and both inner and outer layers
appear to be in near equilibrium. At the intermediate fre-
quencies, on the other hand, lower values ofa1 can be ob-
served near the interfacez152l t
1 . These low values are
initially generated nearz1. l s
1 ; during the cycle this region
of deficit of a1 extends and migrates toward the outer region.
At low frequenciesa1 is below its equilibrium level during
the acceleration stage~it actually decreases during the early
part of the acceleration! and it returns to equilibrium values
during the deceleration. So, while at intermediate frequencies
the flow is never in equilibrium, at low frequencies the de-
celeration phase is in equilibrium. Figures 15 and 16 show,
respectively, the trace of the Reynolds-stress tensor,^q2&
5^ui9ui9& ~i.e., twice the turbulent kinetic energy!, and the
Reynolds shear stress,^u9w9&. At high frequencies, forz1
.2l t
1 the turbulent kinetic energy~TKE! and the Reynolds
stress are close to their values for steady channel flow. Some
differences can be observed only in the inner layer. First, the
position of the peak TKE oscillates through the cycle: during
the acceleration phase it moves away; then a secondary peak
is formed nearz1. l s
1 , which is rapidly amplified, and mi-
grates away from the wall during the deceleration phase. A
similar behavior can be observed in the shear stress, Fig. 16.
The deficits of Reynolds stress and TKE are, however, pro-
portional to each other, resulting in an unchanged value of
a1 .
For the intermediate frequency,l s
1514, the double-peak
behavior of the TKE is not observed: TKE is generatedz1
. l s
1 during the acceleration phase and the peak slowly
moves away from the wall. The growth of the TKE in the
peak closer to the wall is accelerated. These effects may be
due to the fact that in this casel s
1 is very close to the location
of maximum production in the steady channel; thus, while at
the high frequency two production mechanisms~the equilib-
rium production of TKE and an additional one due to the
unsteadiness of the flow! are competing, here they are acting
at the same location, and are hence amplifying each other.
For z1.2l t
1 these quantities are not much different from the
teady channel case.
Similar observations apply to the lower frequency,l s
1
535. However, a more intermittent behavior is observed:
Significant TKE exists only for approximately 3/8 of the
cycle, the flow being nearly quiescent the rest of the time.
This behavior suggests a relaminarization of the flow during
the acceleration phase, followed by a sudden retransition.
Note that although the level of turbulent fluctuations is dra-
FIG. 14. Profiles of the structure parametera1 at different phases of the
wave cycle. Profiles areT/8 apart and are offset by 0.2 units in the vertical
direction.~3! Steady channel~every other point is shown!. The dashed lines
mark the position of 2l t
1 , the dotted lines the position ofl s
1 .
FIG. 15. Profiles of the trace of the Reynolds stress tensor,^q2& at different
phases of the wave cycle. Profiles areT/8 apart and are offset by 20 units in
the vertical direction.~3! Steady channel. The dashed lines mark the posi-
tion of 2l t
1 .
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matically reduced, the mean velocity profile~and conse-
quently the stress at the wall! is far from the laminar one, as
the relaxation toward a laminar profile would take place on a
time scale t15(H2/n)3(ut
2/n)5(Ret)
2, which is much
larger than the period of the forcing.
The Reynolds stress at high and intermediate frequencies
shows quite well the wave-like structure of the time evolu-
tion in the inner layer, although the waves seem to penetrate
further than 2l t
1 , unlike the other quantities that we have
considered. At low frequencies we observe a pattern similar
to the one for TKE.
The above-mentioned data were normalized using the
time-averaged friction velocity. We investigated whether this
strong modulation of the turbulent statistics could be taken
into account by using an instantaneous normalization. How-
ever, neither the instantaneous friction velocity nor the cen-
terline velocity collapsed the turbulent statistics, indicating
that the modifications in the turbulence are not due directly
to the forcing itself, but must be mediated by some more
complex mechanism. This is to be expected given the depar-
ture from equilibrium found ina1 . Finally, it should be
pointed out that the changes in^q2& and^u9w9& are related,
so that the changes in the structure coefficient are not nearly
as dramatic as those in̂q2& and ^u9w9&. In particular, the
behavior ofa1 at low frequencies show that the turbulence is
in equilibrium during the decelerating part of the cycle, but
strongly departs from it during the accelerating portion.
Figures 17–19 show the ratios of each of the normal
stresses to their sum,^q2&. At the high frequency energy is
FIG. 16. Profiles of the Reynolds shear stress,^u9w9&, at different phases of
the wave cycle. Profiles areT/8 apart and are offset by 2 units in the vertical
direction.~3! Steady channel~every other point is shown!. The dashed lines
mark the position of 2l t
1 .
FIG. 17. Profiles of^u9u9&/^q2& at different phases of the wave cycle.
Profiles areT/8 apart and are offset by 0.5 units in the vertical direction.~3!
Steady channel. The dashed lines mark the position of 2l t
1 .
FIG. 18. Profiles of^v9v9&/^q2& at different phases of the wave cycle.
Profiles areT/8 apart and are offset by 0.5 units in the vertical direction.~3!
Steady channel. The dashed lines mark the position of 2l t
1 .
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seen to be exchanged between streamwise and spanwise fluc-
tuations in the inner layer only. The spanwise fluctuations
increase during the acceleration phase, decrease during the
deceleration; the streamwise ones have the opposite behav-
ior, while the wall-normal ones are not much affected. At
moderate and low frequencies, this behavior is strongly am-
plified: The streamwise and spanwise fluctuations have ap-
proximately the same magnitude during the acceleration
phase near the wall. This behavior indicates a tendency of
the flow toward two dimensionality~in the sense that the
streaks become more elongated and less wavy, as will be
shown later! that is observed in various types of relaminar-
izing flows ~Piomelli et al.55!. Again, equilibrium is reached
and maintained during the decelerating portion of the low-
frequency flow.
C. Reynolds-stress budgets
The behaviors described in Sec. IV B indicate that com-
plex energy exchanges are taking place in the flow, possibly
with a history effect. Also, notice that although the instanta-
neous Reynolds number oscillates between the same values,
independent of the driving frequency, only the low-
frequency and quasisteady cases exhibit relaminarization
~that is, the maximum turbulent kinetic energy is essentially
zero during a significative portion of the cycle!.
To elucidate the energy-producing mechanisms, the bud-
gets of the resolved Reynolds stresses,^ui9uj9&, were com-
puted. In fully developed plane-channel flow the Reynolds-
stress budgets can be written as
]
]t
^ui9uj9&5Pi j 1P i j 1Di j 2e i j , ~15!
wherePi j , P i j , Di j , ande i j are, respectively, the produc-
tion, velocity-pressure-gradient, diffusion~turbulent and vis-












Fn ]]x3 ^ui9uj9&2^ui9uj9u39&1^t i3uj91t j 3ui9&G ,
~18!
e i j 52nK ]uj9]xk ]ui9]xkL 2K t ik ]uj9]xk 1t jk ]ui9]xkL . ~19!
For the flow we are considering, there is no advection, and
the only nonzero components are the 11, 22, 33, and 13 ones.
Production affects only the 11 and 13 Reynolds stresses,
while for the other components the major source of energy is
the velocity-pressure-gradient termP i j .
At large driving frequencies the evolution of the produc-
tion terms~Fig. 20! shows that the production is dominated
by a wave that originates aroundz15 l s
1 at t5T/4, and
moves outward, reaching its maximum att55/8T. At lower
frequencies, the origin of the wave can be traced tot5T/8,
and peaks att55/8T. The outward-moving wave is less evi-
FIG. 19. Profiles of̂ w9w9&/^q2& at different phases of the wave cycle.
Profiles areT/8 apart and are offset by 0.5 units in the vertical direction.~3!
Steady channel. The dashed lines mark the position of 2l t
1 .
FIG. 20. Profiles ofP11 at different phases of the wave cycle. Profiles are
T/8 apart and are offset by 3 units in the vertical direction. The dashed lines
mark the position of 2l t
1 , the dotted lines the position ofl s
1 .
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dent but still present. Atl s
1535 the wave seems to originate
at the very beginning of the acceleration phase. Once pro-
duction is restarted, the peak moves toward its usual loca-
tion. The common feature is thatl s
1 controls the position
where the production wave is initiated. However, while at
high and intermediate frequencies the flow remains turbulent
during the whole length of the cycle, so that production is
controlled by the modulation of the shear and the turbulent
stress^u9w9&, at low frequencies the flow essentially be-
comes fluctuation free at the end of the deceleration phase,
so that turbulence must be restarted before the usual produc-
tion mechanism can work. Interestingly, the phase averaged
velocity profile satisfies the condition of the Fjortoft
theorem56 only during the last half of the deceleration cycle,
when turbulence is dying. This issue will be further consid-
ered in Sec. IV D, when we will look at the instantaneous
turbulent structures.
We observed that the evolution of^q2& is driven almost
entirely by changes in the production and dissipation. The
diffusion terms~not shown! are important only at the begin-
ning of the acceleration phase, for intermediate or high fre-
quencies, and the velocity-pressure-gradient term is almost
one order of magnitude smaller than these terms, and plays
an important role only in the balance of^v2& and ^w2&.
Finally, production correlates with the instantaneous Rey-
nolds number only at low frequencies. At higher frequency
the peak in production lags behind the peak in velocity. Also,
at high frequency production never vanishes entirely. At in-
termediate frequencies, production is almost zero only
briefly during the accelerating phase, but there is not enough
time for turbulent dissipation to act, before production re-
starts. Only at low frequencies is there enough time to dissi-
pate energy during deceleration, so that by the end of the
decelerating phase the flow is essentially turbulence free.
D. Turbulence structure
The effect of the driving frequency on the turbulent sta-
tistics stems from a profoundly different topology of the tur-
bulent structures. Also, it is very likely that the key to un-
derstanding the contradictory experimental and numerical
results at very large driving frequencies is to be found in the
way the oscillating pressure gradient alters the topology of
the coherent structures. A detailed study of the problem is
outside the scope of this paper. Here we briefly discuss some
interesting features to support the conjectures made while
discussing the time evolution of the turbulent quantities.
Even at high frequencies, the oscillating channel differs
somewhat from the steady one. Figure 21 shows contours of
the streamwise velocity fluctuationsu9 during the cycle. Af-
ter the velocity has reached its maximum, when the flow is in
a fully turbulent regime (4/8<t/T<7/8) fairly healthy
streaky structures can be observed, even in the reversed-flow
region in which this plane lies. During the acceleration phase
the picture is different: some very long low-speed streaks can
be observed in the initial stages (2/8<t/T<3/8) consistent
with the transfer of energy between theu andv components
observed earlier. Also, the size of the streaks is larger. Al-
though the plane under exam is inside the inner region (z1
511, l t
1), similar phenomena can be observed forz1
. l t
1 , even at higher frequencies.
At intermediate frequency streaks are absent during the
initial phase of the acceleration, although relatively strong
fluctuations are present, and reappear aroundt5T/4 ~see the
production plot in Fig. 20!. At low frequencies the retransi-
tion process is very different: in Fig. 22 one can observe a
nearly quiescent flow fort/T50. As the flow picks up mo-
mentum, very long and smooth streaks develop which even-
tually become unstable and burst into a localized turbulent
FIG. 21. Contours of the streamwise
velocity fluctuations in thez1510
plane. Res5100. Twelve equi-spaced
contours between211 and 111;
negative contours in gray.
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spot, at t5T/4, which eventually fills the whole channel.
Very long and smooth streaks undergoing a spot-like transi-
tion have been also reported by Sarpkaya1 ~see his Fig. 7!,
even though in his experiments there was no mean flow. If
the amplitude of the oscillation is large enough that relami-
narization takes place, it is likely that the transition to turbu-
lence is controlled more by the rate of acceleration than by
the absolute velocity, since relaminarization ‘‘erases’’ the
turbulent ‘‘memory’’ of the system.
In Fig. 23 the iso-surfaces ofQ are superposed on con-











~Si j9 Si j9 2V i j9 V i j9 !, ~20!
whereSi j9 andV i j9 are, respectively, the symmetric and anti-
symmetric parts of the fluctuating velocity-gradient tensor
~i.e., the strain rate and the rotation tensors!. Q has been
found57 to be an effective way to visualize the regions of
coherent vorticity due to rotational motion~as opposed to
those due to shear!. The coherent eddies at this stage are
significantly more disorganized, whereas during the turbulent
phase~Fig. 24! a more canonical structure can be observed
with quasistreamwise vortices near the wall and arches fur-
ther away from it.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we studied numerically the flow in a turbu-
lent channel subject to unsteady pressure gradient. The pa-
rameters used span the whole range of significant frequencies
for a given ratio of oscillating-to-steady centerline velocity.
The goals were~i! to investigate the appropriateness of using
LES in unsteady flows and~ii ! to characterize the physics of
the flows. The first task was motivated by the fact that the
turbulence in the frequency range considered is not in equi-
librium. The comparison was donea posterioriusing results
from a DNS at Res5100, as well as comparing the results
with the experiments of the Grenoble and Iowa groups. The
agreement was quite good in both cases. The mean proper-
ties, averages over many periods, were found to be relatively
insensitive to the forcing frequencies, in agreement with sev-
eral experimental results.
The study of the phase-averaged quantities showed that
their dynamics are characterized by waves that originate in
the viscous and buffer layers and propagate away from the
wall. The generation area seemed to be centered aroundl s
1 ,
during the acceleration phase.
In order to study the propagation/attenuation process,
following Tu and Ramaprian20 we introduced a lengthl t ,
which measures how far the oscillations generated near the
wall penetrate into the flow. If 2l t is significantly smaller
than the half-height of the channelH, the core flow and the
Stokes flow are not strongly coupled. Sincel t is inversely
related to the frequency, the system effectively acts as a low-
pass filter. High-frequency oscillations are damped before
reaching the logarithmic layer, with the cutoff frequency pro-
portional to the mean turbulent intensity. In our calculations
this was the case for the two largest driving frequencies con-
sidered. At low frequencies 2l t was larger thanH and a quite
different flow was observed. At very high frequencies the
fluctuations were confined within the viscous sublayer, and
the inner flow was completely decoupled. At the second
highest frequency that we considered the fluctuations were
for the most part restricted to the viscous and buffer layers.
In these layers the structure coefficients departed from the
equilibrium ~mean! value. The departure from nonequilib-
rium was more pronounced for the intermediate-frequency
case, while at low frequency the flow was at equilibrium
during the decelerating phase, but far from it, actually in a
FIG. 22. Contours of the streamwise
velocity fluctuations in thez1510
plane. Res5500. Twelve equi-spaced
contours between211 and 111;
negative contours in gray.
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quasilaminar state, during the acceleration phase, throughout
the channel.
The scenario observed was that fluctuations begin to ap-
pear during the acceleration phase aroundz15 l s
1 , undergo
a rapid growth, and subsequently propagate outward as an
attenuated wave, with a speed given byv1l t
1 . It was noted
that away from the generation region the phase difference
between different turbulent quantities remained roughly con-
stant, while in the generation region a more complicate be-
havior, dependent of the driving frequency, was observed.
Lastly, we have looked at the coherent structures ob-
served in the flows. Unlike the mean properties, turbulent
FIG. 23. ~Color! Iso-surfaces ofQ5200ut
2/H2 superimposed on the streamwise velocity fluctuation contours in thez154 plane. Res5500, t/T53/8. Regions
associated with positive streamwise vorticity fluctuations are in green, negative in red.
FIG. 24. ~Color! Iso-surfaces ofQ5200ut
2/H2 superimposed on the streamwise velocity fluctuation contours in thez154 plane. Res5500, t/T56/8. Regions
associated with positive streamwise vorticity fluctuations are in green, negative in red.
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structures react quite differently depending on the driving
frequency. The density and distribution of coherent struc-
tures was observed to be different from the steady case, and
phase dependent. The picture was particularly interesting at
low frequency. The flow begins the acceleration phase with
very little turbulent kinetic energy. As it accelerates, long,
smooth streaks emerge. During the last half of the accelera-
tion stage a turbulent spot emerges, which spreads to the
entire flow by the time the deceleration phase begins.
Several outstanding questions remain. Why are the time
averaged quantities so robust, in spite of the rich diversity of
behavior found when the time evolution is considered? How
well can RANS model predict these flows? Why is the pro-
duction wave generated atz15 l s
1? What is the instability
mechanism behind the retransition at low frequencies? In the
very high-frequency regime, does resonance with the burst-
ing mechanism take place? Some of these issues are the fo-
cus of ongoing research.
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